


'Comparisons made vis-a-vis conventional incandescent bulbs
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THO: It ISthe measurement of the distortion created from the equipment's
current draw. True resistive loads. such as an incandescent light bulb. do not
have THO and are considered most efficient. Equipment containing coils and
capacitors including lighting, have some measure of THO. Generally. THO
of <15% is considered good.

PF: It ISa measure of how effectively current ISbeing converted into useful
work output and is a good Indicator of efficiency of the supply system.
A load with a power factor close to 1.0 indicates good efficiency.

CRI: Colour Rendering Index (CRI) is the relative ability of a light source to
replicate colours generated by a reference light source. of the same colour
temperature. the sun. It is measured as a number between 0 and 100.Cited
together. CRI and CCT give a numerical estimate of what reference (ideal)
light source best approximates a particular artificial light. and what the
difference is.

CCT: It is an indication of how warm or cool the light source is. The higher
the number. the cooler the light. The lower the number. the warmer the light.

Lumen / LM: Lumen IS the SI derived unit of luminous flux. a measure of
visible light emitted by a source

Watt: It is the unit of electric power Or the rate at which electric energy is
transferred by an electric circuit. Electric power is usually sold by kilowatt hour,
which is the product of power in kilowatts multiplied by running time in hours.

LED: Light Emitting Oiodes are semiconductor devices that produce visible
light when an electrical current is passed through them

LED jargon simplified



These IP65 fittings are made for high wattage applications and can withstand harsh
conditions. That's why they are used as highbays as well as flood lights. For optimal
heat management. they use a heat pipe technology with a copper core. Toadd to
that, a Breather device ensures optimal performance by adjusting internal pressure
of the fitting In humid conditions. All this Innovation is packed in with American Cree
LEOsand Japanese power driver components.
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The unique finned design of our highbay fixtures add immensely to the efficiency of
the LED technology they house. This design makes each fixture lighter and dtssipates
heat in the long operating hours, they are commonly used for. That makes these
highbay lights a highly efficient source of lighting. Combined with reliable optics and
a durable power driver, the fixture delivers consistent lighting for upto 50.000 hours.
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